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CHAPTER ONE 
RICH AND STRANGE
The last ten years have produced a formidable body of theoretical and criti­
cal writing about the cinema, Much of this writing has been an attempt to for­
mulate a ’scientific' approach to criticism and to free the discipline from the 
bondage of ‘critical impressionism’ criticism of the kind which Brecht called 
“merely a collection of primitive culinary noises'- noises which range from 'Yum 
yuml' to 'Ughi’( l)
These attempts to systemise criticism have resulted in the development of 
new schools of thought, each with its own set of values and parameters of in­
quiry. Much of the discourse is complex, and there is a range of material and 
opinions mostly influenced by Marxist/materialist, structuralist, semiological 
and psychoanalytical approaches. Since these approaches offer challenges to our 
traditional modes of critical response and are often couched in a highly techni­
cal vocabulary (or 'jargonese') there have been 'charges that film theory and film 
studies have becomc alienating and obscurantist’ (2). In reply to these charges 
Catherine Belsey argues that This is an easy way of evading conceptual challen­
ges.... (for) of course jargon exists but from a perspective in which ideology is 
held to be inscribed in language, so that no linguistic forms are ideologically in­
nocent or neutral’ (3). And in order to question current ways of thinking a new 
language, one inscribed by a different ideology needs to be applied. For, ’to re­
sist till linguistic innovation by implication is to claim that we already know all 
there is to know.’ (4).
Nevertheless, it seems to me, there are two disturbing tendencies within 
the new discourses that need to be articulated. The first of these is the split be­
tween theory and an interest in films themselves. Thus Todorov declares that 
'the object of structuralism and semiology... is the literary discourse itself rzth tr 
than the works of literature,... such analysis will discover in each work what it 
has in common with others or even with all other works: it will bew/wWetostate 
the individual specificity of each work'(5), This has resulted in disturbing (to me 
at least) studies, for example Metz’s Psychoanalysis .mri Cinema, wherein the 
author offers an all-embracing idealised construct with minimal reference to any 
films. Rather, itseenisiom e,anylheorciicaI practice needs to be tested against 
one’s  actual experience of existing texts for,’the cinema can be understood only 
in relation to the films lhat are being made, and new films can and must enlarge 
and alter our ideas of what the cinema is.' (6)
T h ' ;cond symptom Is ’a certain tendency to forget about what constitutes 
adequate dam in the headlong rush to keep up with the latest developments in 
haute aihum ' (7). For example,in the Cahiere collective text on Young Mister 
Lincoln, there are at leas ten identifiable mistakes in the reading of the film as 
anyone who has watched it on an editing table will attest. These kinds of mis­
takes are often the results of academics who are trained in other fields like lin­
guistics, applying themselves to film studies without sufficient understanding of
the technical aspects of the medium (see for example Rothman's reading of the 
masking In the last sequence of Psycho and my questioning of this analysis). 
Whatever the reasons, shoddy research Is inexcusable.
This study then attempts to avoid these symptoms by rigorously subjecting 
Hitchcock's Psvchn to an empirical analysis of the film’s mise-en-scene by look­
ing at the 'composition, harmony, the placing of actors and objects, the move­
ments within the frame, the capturing of a movement or a lo; in short the 
intellectual operation which has put an initial emotion and a general idea to 
work’ (8).
This has been achieved by a close study of the video copy of the film, and 
by running through the shots one by one, freezing the frame, running back and 
slowing the movement down, so that I was able to scrutinize all aspects of the 
film. The illustrated screenplay was also helpful in this regard, but in all cases I 
have used the video ns the principal text, and when there were discrepancies be­
tween the two, the video always look precedence. This accounts for the occa­
sional non-sequcniial shot numberings in the illustrated text. Furthermore, in 
describing the action, I have broken the film down into shots not since the ihot 
is se w  as the smallest unit of meaning, but simply since the  splicing together of 
one shot to another between cuts offered an easy and familiar punctuation mark 
which facilitated differentiation.
The strategy I Iwvc adopted when approaching the mise-en-scena then, is 
one (n which the theoretical position is implicit, and in which different discipli­
nary perspectives have been brought to bear on the moterial.This inter-discipli­
nary approach is not intended io be a plea for eclecticism in film studies, nor 
will it, I hope, be confused with methodological timidity. On the contrary, it is 
written in ihe firm belief that the only film criticism that is worthwhile is located 
within a solid framework of theory.
The psychoanalytical approach that informs much of my analysis encour­
ages this symbolic reading of the film. As M cu remarks: 'Psychoanalysis cannot 
be the only discipline concerned in the study of the cinematic sigmfier and that 
tis offering has to be articulated with others' (9). This is because Lacan’s read­
ing o f  Freud is based on the assumption that the structure ofthe  unconscious is 
the structure of language * o reasonable enough premise if one concedes that 
’all ihe material available to the analyst is verbal: what is analysed in the psycho­
analytical interview is not the patient’s dream but the patient’s report o f his
dream’ (10).
The psychoanalytical approach presumes that films and dreams are, at the 
very least, siblings, For ’(the cinema) encourages narcissistic withdrawal and the 
indulgence of phantasy which when pushed further enter into the definition of 
dreaming and sleep’ {11), Dut this is with the acknowledgement that the 
dreamer Is hardly ever aware of the fact that he is dreaming, whereas the spec­
tator is always consciously aware of Ihe fact that he is watching a film.
Freud describes dreams as the 'disguised fulfilment of repressed wishes’ 
(12). These wishes have been subject to distortion and adopt a veil of disguise. 
It is important, (hen, to distinguish betweeen ihe manifest content o f a  dream 
and the latent dream thoughts. All dreams arc meaningful, and the meaning of 
the dream Is the cause of the dream. The mechanisms which serve to change and 
distort the latent content into the manifest content, Freud called condensation, 
displacement, dramatisation, symboiisatlon and secondary elaboration,
Like dreams, films can be treated as the fulfilment of wishes and must simi­
larly be subject to distortion via the sclf-satnti mechanisms, What we see when 
wo watch a film is Its manifest content, To understand the latent content we 
must do work on the film. We must road the text for ’Dreams and art ore not 
merely linked because they fulfil wishes, but because both have to make use of 
strategics in order to overcome the resistance of consciousness: ’work’ is done 
by the dreamer and the artist to transform their primitive desires into culturally 
acceptable meanings’ (13).
The essence of condensation is that in the manifest content on-, .'.v  :an 
stand for a great many associations. As Freud expressed it: 'Dreams are brief, 
meagre and laconic in comparison with the range and wealth of the d r .im  
thoughts’ (14). Ho also willed this process ’overdetermination’, which often re­
sults in an ambiguity which is most clearly demonstrable In the way condensa­
tion treats wordsor names,Thus, InPsvdm, Nnrmnn Bales traps birds by leaving
T -
‘bait’ for them. He then kills thorn and stuffs them. J-ikewise he feeds Marion 
before killing her, and she ‘eats like a bird’ and has a bird name - Crane. His 
own name, Norman, is almost an anagram of Marion, and it also points to his 
sexual androgyneity for he is ncil'ier woman, 'Nor-man'. Furthermore we can 
see condensation at work in the powerful image when Norman, sitting in the 
parlour beneath stuffed birds of prey ’becomes simultaneously the bird (from 
his resemblance to it) and its victim {from his position under it) ’ (15).
Displacement is a process whereby the emotional charge is separated from 
its real objcct or content and attached to an entirely different on*. Freud cites 
as an examine a dream a woman had in which she strangle! white dog. 
Through analysis and free association he concluded that tk .inwas feeling 
resentful towards her sister-in-law and in the dream the emotion of resentment, 
even of murderous haired, is displaced from the image of the sister-in-law on to 
that of the animal.
The shower murder is then in t. -,.me sense, an example o f displacement 
at work. Norman would like to sleep .th Marion. He displaces his desires on 
to Mother, who carries out a cruel parody of the sexuai act by stabbing Marion 
to death. Norman’s pathological jealousy of his mother has also caused him to 
displace this jealousy on to her, so that she will become jealous of anyone N<‘-- 
man is nttrucicd to.
Condensation nnd displacement often take place together since ; ’one of 
displacement's most notable virtues ts tlint it encourages condensatlonflnd even 
enables it to occut ’ (16). For Lucan and Metz, metaphor and metonymy are lin­
guistic formulations <M what Freud discerned in co n d en sa tio n a l displacement, 
but the parallels are not exact. 'W hen condensation brfgins to form, things start 
to pile up on top of each other creating new relationships rather like the work 
o f metaphor1 (17).
This attempt on MeJz's part to situate the homology between linguistics 
and psychoanalysis is similar to my own method, but I  have chosen to retain the 
terms ’displacement' and 'condensation' rather than metaphor and metonymy, 
sincc I  feel that the psychoanalytic phraseology is a more cxact description of 
the ’dreamwork’ or in this case, the ’filmwork’.
Dramatisation is a simple mechanism to understand, and the parallel be­
tween dream und Rim is here clearly apparent because by far the greatest part 
of remembered dreams are vivid visual images and ’if motion pictures had
providedhlmwitlt the preciseunalogyfordramatisationby visual imagery, which 
he considered characteristic of dreams' (18),
Symbols are another way in which the latent content is translated into the 
manifest content of dreams. Freud learned about them by studying different
sources * fairy tales and myths, jokes and folklore, poetic and colloquial linguis­
tic usage.
In  dreams, symbols arc used almost exclusively for the expression of sexual 
objccu and relations, but this is not always the case in other fields, e.g. films, and 
’the interpretation of any symbol, however public, has to be mediated by the 
context in which it is found’ (29). This I have at all limes attempted to do in my 
reading of Psycho.
Secondary elaboration is the outcome of the dreamer’s natural tendency 
onuwnkening to make some sense of his recollection of the dream. Dreams often 
consist of jumbled ideas, fragments of memory and emotionally charged experi­
ences which the dreamer elaborates upon to make them capable of expression 
in words, or to conform to n narrative or have some kind of order or signlflc-
Films are already worked upon and given some kind of narrative structure 
by Jhc film maker, but in addition to that, viewers themselves elaborate upon 
the film text. Thus, 'readers not only work on texts, but texts work on readers, 
and this involves a complex doub-e dlalecticof two bodies inscribed in language’ 
(20), Consequently my reading of Psychq Is a highly personal one, and despite 
the rigorous application of a methodology, I am simply cupablc of illuminating 
the text and offering a single .ending of il. Certainly oilier equally valid readings 
are possible and Indeed desirable.
Finally, in the now legendary Truffaut interviews, Hitchcock has com­
mented at length about all aspects o f his working methods. This study conse­
quently quotes liberally from those interviews. This is not done in defiance of 
D.H. Lawrence’s axiom about trusting the tale and not the teller: indeed what 
an artist says about his work should not have any more validity than what any­
body else says about it: its values can only be assessed by the test to which one 
must subject all criticism, the test of applying it to the art in question and asking 
oneself how much it contributes towards either understanding or evaluating i t
Nevertheless, it should be remembered that Hitchcock constructs his films 
around how he believes an audience will respond -’You have todesign your films 
just as Shakespeare did his plays - for an audience’ (21). Any discussion of em­
pathy inhis work must, therefore, take cognisance of Hitchcock’s working meth­
ods and his intentions, For, ’every Hitchcock film is a contract whose terms, 
implicit but unambiguous, undertake to provide the audience with particular 
emotions codified even more formally than in genre films, from an oeuvre irre­
ducible to any genre’(22).
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CHAPTER TWO 
EASY VIRTUE
Psvehn's stylized credits In severe black and white were designed by Saul 
Boss, and are expositions! and explicitly narrations!. Tbe Hollywood cinema has 
'cannoniscd tVis stylised "narrativisation" of the credits sequence, assigning it a 
range of functions’ (23) and here the words and names are wrenched apart sug­
gesting the forceful splitting up and division of personality. The music, too, en­
ters into the system of narration and Bernard Herrmann’s score for violin and 
cello is imbued with colouristic effects corm n in 'films dealing with amnesia, 
shock, suspense, neurosis and kindred psychological and psychiatric themes. 
The music counterpart of the troubled mental states.... is a musical style which 
emphasizes vagueness and strangeness, especially in the realms of harmony end 
orchestration’ (24).
Truffaut contends that Hitchcock often opens his pictures ’on a symbolic 
note’ (25); and Psycho begins with a panoramic view of tbe city. The camera then 
begins to pan from left to right, end as it does we can see the lines of the build* 
ings on the edges of the frame tend inwards indicating that a wide angle lens 
was used. There is a dissolve to a slightly closer view of the city streets as the 
title ’Phoenix, Arizona’ appears on the screen. In mythology the phoenix is the 
bird which rises from its own ashes just as Mother will rise up and live again in 
the form of the bewigged Norman Bates. The bird imagery, which will become 
important later on in the Rim, is also hereby introduced.
\

The camera continues to pan from left to right and there is a dissolve to a 
still closer shot of the city as the title ’Friday, December 11th.' appears on the 
screen. The title dissolves out and the panning motion continues. Then the 
camera seems to hesitate, unaware of its destination and then, as if arbitrarily, 
to continue panning and zooming in at the same time. We zoom In on an apart­
ment block and dissolve to a closer but still long shot of it with the title ’2.43 
p.m.’
The Sim then 'opens by making us aware of time and ends (except for the 
releasing final i. ,e) with a situation in which time (i.e. development) has 
ceased to exist v-6). We dissolve to a high angle closer shot of the building (shot 
[4]) as the panning and zooming continues. But this zooming initiates the down­
ward movement of the Blm, and from now until the end of the film almost all 
the movement of the film will be downwards plunging us into the depths of lo­
neliness and despair. We now cut to a close-up shot of a window (shot [5]) and 
the mismatching of the decor indicates that we have moved from location to stu­
dio, ftom the open exteriors to a closed interior world.
The camera begins to track in and enters the window under the Venetian 
blinds. The room is dark and the camera slowly pans from left to right, opening 
up the iris to adjust the f-slop to the darkened room. This is done unobtrusive­
ly the' 'opening-up’ hidden in the camera movement and the ’invisibility’ of the 
technique Is typical of the classical Hollywood cinema. The pan continues until
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we reach the two diameters, Sara Loomis (John Cf3«ln) who stands over a bed 
on which Murion Crane (Jnnei Leigh) is lying. He Is bare chested und she wears 
a white brassiere and slip.
This opening sequence is characteristically Hitchcockian: ’in pictures that 
don't open up with violence you almost invariably apply the same rule of expo­
sition: from the furthest to the nearest. You show the city, then a building In the 
city, a room In that building, That’s the way Psy.cha begins' (27), And as Truf­
faut observes, this movement is a general principle of Hitchcock’s working 
method ’that's one of your rules: from the furthest to the nearest: from the smal­
lest to the biggest’ (28)
And, like the crane shot In Vonnp and Innocent. Hitchcock 'used a similar 
shot in Notorious starting with the camera set up high above the targe chande­
lier the shot takes in the whole reception hall to wind up on a frame of the key 
in Ingrid Bergman’s hand' (29). In that instance Hitcheock notod that he ’sub­
stituted the language of the camera for dialogue. In Notorious that sweeping 
movement of the camera is making a statement What it’s saying is; ’There's a 
large reception being held In this house, blit there is a drama here which no one 
is aware of und, at the core of that drama is this tiny objcct, this key’ (30).
So too in Psycho, ihc camera is'making a statement'for In general we can 
say that the moving camcra makes connections, It connectsono partof the world 
with another, The panning movement therefore suggests a connection between
the world nt large and what happens in that room to those people. The general 
Is to be found in the particular, Furthermore, the hesitancy of the camera and 
its almost arbitrary movement suggests that almost any room could hove been 
picked, and t o  the story St revealed would have rs snuch significance as this 
story; or rather that this story has universal significance. For clearly ’the effect 
Is of random selection: this could be any place any date, any time, any room: it 
could be us’ (31).
This movement ’also allows the viewer to becomea Peeping Tom’ (32) and 
the nudicnco-as-voyaur will become an important element In Psycho's makeup. 
In the context of the entire film, the scene carries strong overtones of the Freu­
dian'primal scene'• with the audience in the position of the child seeing his par­
ents copulating. This might indeed be characterised by Bazin’s comments on the 
sexuality of Film itself: ’alone, hidden in a dark room, we watch through half­
open blinds n spectacle that is unaware of our existence’ (33). And again ’an in­
vasion of privacy, the quasi-obscenity of viewing1 (34).
Furthermore, the opening movement in the film is from light to  darkness 
and 'Psvcho will speak to us of the eternal and the finite, of being and nothing­
ness, of life and death-but seen in their naked truth’(35), So begins our jour­
ney Into the heart of darkness.
On Sam's lino ’You never did eat your lunch, did you?’ we a it  to a close up 
of Marion’s meal which introduces the theme of appetite, Their furtive love
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making snatched In a hotel room at lunch hour seems both shameful and humil­
iating, and Hitchcock’wanted to give a visual impression of despair and solitude 
in that scene’ (36). We cut to a medium two-shot of Sam and Marion (shot [7]), 
who lie back down on the bed and kiss. The camera tilts with them, and then 
tracks in at an oblique angle. Marion's line: ’Hotels of this sort are not inter­
ested inyou when you come in, but when your time is up...’ is ominous and fate­
ful; aa intimation of mortality in another hotel room. They talk of marriage and 
Marion's despair motivates her getting up.
We cut to a wider angle shot (shot [8]) and the camera tracks back disguis­
ing Its movements by incorporating it with Marion’s walk forward. From shot 
[10] two major themes ore presented: the dominance of the past over the pres­
ent and the influence parents have over their children’s  lives. Mother’s picture 
must be turned to the wall, and Marion and Sam cannot marry since he has to 
pay off his dead father’s debts, os tvs!! as alimony to his ex-wife. Tbe insistent 
tendency of the past to repeat itself in the present is a familiar theme in Freu­
dian theory, and in analysis this is calied ’transference', ’Elements o f trans­
ference turn up in every relationship. We recreate in a friend what we felt for a 
sister or brother; in a spouse what we felt perhaps for a parent... the important 
thing is that they keep recurring’ (37).
The film’s title could be a shortened version of either psychopath or psy­
choanalysis (or through condensation a combination of both) and transference 
or ’repetition compulsion’ informs all aspects of Esycliflfrom the central theme 
to the repetition of certain motifs in the decor. In shot [11] this Is apparent In


ihc use of mirror imagery which suggests other sides of personalities while re­
peating them.
Marion's line: They also pay who meet in hotel rooms’is an ominous fore­
boding that prepares us for another meeting in another hote! room where she 
will indeed pay for her sins,
This entire scene has been constructed to favour Marion os Sum is gener­
ally in long shot In the background, and his arguments against marriage seem a 
poor case against Marion’s yearning romanticism. The camera encourages the 
audience to participate in her predicament by trucking in on her line: ’I’ll lick 
the stamps'. This tracking shot initiates the subjective approach which will be 
used from now until the shower scene.
We now dissolve from Sam to the interior of on offico looking out on to the 
street. Standing outride we can clearly see Hitchcock making his obligatory ap­
pearance, These appearances are never entirely arb itra l, but relate to the major 
themes of his films insome way. In Dial M for Mnrtlar. for example, Oracc Kelly 
has killed a man in self defence, but her jealous husband has planted evidence 
to make it appear as if it was a prc-meditatcd murder, and that she killed the 
man because ho wus blackmailing her, Hitchcock makes a very unobtrusive ap­
pearance in this film, seated in a photograph placed on the mantelpiece. Like
Marlom Oh, it II pass. Headaches arc like resolutions— Caroline; Havo you cot some aspirin! 
iou forget them as soon asthoyjlop hurting. Marlon! No.
[5  | J Caroline: I've got something—not aspirin.
5-'“l!n' l.M,v.mo.lhc,'! tl'!“ or M' lhcm C'',0," ■" Twjdvwa* furious when he Marlon: There any calls!

of the film is that of doubles, and Hitchcock makes his appearance carrying a 
double boss.
Here lie wears a stetson hat, which Jinks him through condensation to 
Cassidy the business man who believes he cun buy off unhappiness, The scene 
introduces n major theme, that of Interfering parents, and Hitchcock is both as­
sociated with the interfering parent and is clearly Interfering in his own 
daughter's (Patricia Hitchcock's) scene, as she plays (he office worker, Caroline,
Caroline’s mother interferes in her life by phoning to check up on her re­
lationship with her husband, and by giving her tranquilizers onherweddlng day. 
Presumably i( wus not (he prospeci of !ho ceremony thot filled Caroline with ap­
prehension, Thai her mother’s doctor prescribed the tranquilizers suggests that 
it was a tradition of the women In her family to face sex only in a tranquillized 
state, Wlint Is astounding Is the nutty offhand ease with which she makes public 
horfear of sex’(38),
Inshot [27] Cassidy and Lowery enter the office and the camera pans across 
with them, From shot {28] Cassidy sit? on the corner of Marlon's desk and be­
gins to flirt with her, He talks o! his daughter’s wedding and shows Marlon a 
photograph of her. Wo are at once reminded ot Morion’s own wlsJi to many San) 
and through « process of condensation or 'over determinism’ she begins to as­
sociate marrlogo, money imd the buying off of unhappiness.
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iProm shot [30] on, (he scene has been choreographed to enable Hitchcock 
to cut from sn over-shoulder two-shot on Marion, to an equivalent matching 
oiveon Cassidy, This cutting together o£ matching two-shots is perfectly conven­
tional but by placing Cassidy on the edge of the table, Hitchcock is cutting from 
s high angle shot to a low angle one, and both compositions offer us images of 
entrapment. For, although Cassidy is presented to us from a low angle which 
normally would make him seem imposing, here he is boxed in by tbe ceiling, en­
closed by the decor.
From shot [50] the men enter Lowery's private office, and Marion puts the 
money in an envelope before she joins them. She tells Lowery that she has a 
slight headache and would like to go straight home after the bank. Then she 
leaves.
Caroline offers her pills to knock out her headache, and Hitchcock cuts to 
a  close-up of Marion (shot [54]). This draws our attention to her remark, giving 
it weight and emphasis: ’You can’t buy off unhappiness with pills’, she tells us, 
but vlearly she has begun to associate unhappiness with buying off. Ithas become 
a commodity to her. We cut to a long shot as she leaves, and the camera pons 
with her and then lets her leave frame, Hitchcock holds for an unusually long 
time on a picture on the wall; a dreary landscape with a road leading nowhere. 
This suggests her journey into the unknown which follows.
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Wc dissolve lo shot [56] wherein Marion is now dressed in a black brassiere 
anti slip. She comes in from (lie left of frame und then looks towards the bed. 
The camera tracks in and tiUs down onto ihc bed, revealing ihe envelope with 
the S40.00D. Hie camera the < pans across to the left to an open suitcase with 
Marion's clothes in it.
This shoi is masterful h i ts  economy and cxploitationof the moving camera. 
Wordlessly bul with Herrmann's deiormintaie ’loaded’ scoce  ^we are given in­
formation. The scene Is coded in that Marion's white brassiere has been ex­
changed for a black one, as she exchanges innocence for guilt. Her gaze tells us 
the reason for this guilt, and the moving camera begins to make connections. 
Unlike montage, which tends to separate ituiworld into different units, the mov­
ing camera connects one pan to another. So here the tfit down connects Ma­
rion’s black lingerie with the money and the panning shot connects this to her 
packed suitcase. With the greatest economy we know that she has decided to 
steal the money and leave town.l
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The scene is silent, except for Herrmann’s music, which begins over the 
track in on to the envelope, and conveys a sense of decision. The shots are struc­
tured in a manner which will become familiar to us, and which is characteristic 
ofHitohco./c, i.e. we first see a close-up of Janet Leigh, and then we cut to her 
point of view: Tn: what they call a purist in terms o£ d n e rn , as r iu A  as I  can 
be; I'm  inclined to go for the subjective, i.e. the point olvkw  of an individual. 
So that visually you do a close-up of him, then you *tK«j : a. i; looking at, 
then you cut back to the close-up, aivl theuyousea tusrea.Mioa’ \-
This method of editing owes much to the KuKshwei.perljT'eut and P.dov- 
kin's resulting theories of montage. In the experiment ,i clcji-np of ar. avfor 
showing no emotion, that is exptessiorieis, was cut togethe.'with astiow f a v,owl 
of soup, then the same shot of the actor was cut in, foitoved by a shot o*» w ii1- 
iogyoutiggid. Audiences were asked to respond to the material, arid in all cases 
they apparently felt that in the first shot, the actor was hun^r,, and in the sec­
ond shot he appeared happy, yet the same shots of the actor were used 
throughout
Hitchcock employed this method of montage most efficiently in Rear Win­
dow. and he clearly had great faith in montage’s ability to manipulate audience 
response. ’He looks and nowwe cut to what he sees andyou show a woma:: hold­
ing a baby in her arms, then you cut back to him and he i.mileti. Now Hike away 
the middle piece of film. Have his ciose-up and irtfwnd i '  cutting to a woman 
with a baby, cut to a girl in a very risque bikini.


gentleman 10 a dirty old man only by changing one piece of film and that is the 
power of montage' (40).
This bind of montage where we see things fromthe character's point of view 
isalmost like a displacement mechanism, whereby the audience displaces its re­
sponse to a particular shot on to the ciose-up of the character, and in Hitchcock 
it allows us ta experience directly what the character is experiencing, I t is as­
sumed that as we share the protagonist's perception we begin more closely to 
identify anti empathize with that character. Certainly the film is constructed in 
this way since ’It (hus always) seemed natural for me to put the audience in tlie 
mind of a particular character1 (41).
This scene also introduces the first of a series of pre-«choes of the shower 
murder. For, fiistly the plan of Marion's room is similar to that of the motel, and 
secondly in shot [59] as she leans to the left to put on her shoes, in the back­
ground we can see into the bathroom with the shower, and the shower rose is 
clearly visible. Ami, throughout the scene, as she moves about, the camera 
moves with her, revealing this shower rose on u number of occasions. The scene 
aiso re-inforces the motif of doubles and other sides of personalities through its 
use of mirror imagery in shot [61]. Finally, after some deliberation, Marlon 
places the envelope with the money in her handbag anti leaves the room.


HAnd so Marlon begins the journey that will lead her to her death. We dis­
solve lo a shot of her behind the wheel of her car (shot [68]) and then we hear 
Sam’s voice: 'Marion, what in the world...what are you doing here? What is it, 
Marlon?’ We thus have access to her thoughts, to her stream of consciousness. 
Then we cut to a shot of Marlon’s point of view (shot (69)). We have a street 
scene with pedestrians crossing the street in front of Marion’s car. It is aprocess 
back projection shot which gives the scene a heightened, theatrical, almost sur­
real quality.This is reinforced by the sound truck, which is similarly stylized. We 
hear no traffic noise or crowd noise, but only footsteps treated to give a ’hollow’ 
effect.
EsxcJiois a film about interior landscapes, about psychological states tithar 
than sociological issues, and thus this styllwd treatment reinforces the claustro­
phobic mood which permeates the film: ’The entire psychicworld’vhich the film 
portrays Is increasingly Isolated, increasingly withdrawn and interior. It is the 
corridors of the mind with which we are concerned not of the broader vistas of 
a country or a pcopIc.Bccause it examines pointedly private worlds, Esjahfl Is 
paradoxically among the most universal of films’ (42).
We then cutback to a close-up of Marion in shot [70) and then to a shot of 
her point ofvtew In shot 17\J. Here vrt sbo her boss Mr. Lowery and Cassidy 
crossing the road, Lowary smiles in acknowledgement. We a it to Marlon smil­
ing i.jrvously back at him, and then we cut to n point of view again as Lowery
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hesitates, perhaps wondering what Marion is doing driving around town, She 
said she hud a headache and was going to bed.
Wc a t  back lo Marion looking apprehensive, and Ificn the lights change 
and she drives o il looking bock towards Lcwcsy,
Now we dissolve to u shot of the road coming towards us from Marion’s 
point of view, and then we dissolve back 10 her face. The light outside is grow­
ing darker; nfght is beginning to fall. We cut (oasftotoftfteroad with cars travel­
ling past, their lights on Marion.Shc pull; back from their Brightness in the next 
shot (shot [78]). And then wo dissolve out.
Hitchcock la rigorous in his use of the close-up of Marion cut to her point 
of view method, and it fs exactly ihe same method ws witness in almost all his 
films, For example, In North hv Nnrthwwi, when Cary Grant is moving towards 
the Frank Lloyd Wright house, ho employs the same structure - Cary Orunt/ 
Cary Grant's point of view: Cnry Grant/ Cary Grant's point of view, ate. It seems 
reasonable to assume that not only is tiiis structure designed to encourage the 
viewer to identify with Marion by showing her perception but also that it can­
not really be read any other way: 'The film is a system of signals that can be read 
one m y  only, and where each signal is designed to produce a  specific effect me­
ticulously assigned to Its appropriate position in the overall structure: u dramatic 
method (list is strictly Pavlovlun’ (43), And cl curly Hitchcock himself believed 
that the design of his dims allowed him to control audionce response: 'Psycho
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has a very interesting construction and that game with the audience was fasci­
nating. I  was directing the ''iewets. You might say I  was playing them like an 
organ- (44).
We dissolve to a shot of Marion's car parted alongside the road In broad 
daylight. The shot Is compositionally balanced by the telephone pole dividing 
the frame, and this balance between horizontal and vertical objects Imposes ar­
tistic form on an increasingly chaotic situation. Tills particular compositional 
balance will be repeated later at the motel. As Truffaut observed: 'I  must say 
that the architectural contrast between the vertical house and the horizontal 
motel is quite pleasing to the eye'. To which Hitchcock replied: 'Definitely. 
That’s our composition. A vertical block and a horizontal block’ (45).
A State Highway patrol car then pulls up and reverses behind Marion’s car. 
A  policeman gets out and knocks on Marion’s car window waking her up. She 
is startled and from her point of view we see the policeman in shot [85], The 
wide angle leas used on his close-up brings him more directly into contact with 
us, and at the same time distorts his features, making him both grotesque and 
fearful.
in  a film which explores the motif of the gaze, this is the only character 
whose eyes we do not see, and it serves to distance him from us. He is watching 
Marion and us, H e is safe from out gaze, while we are not safe from his. Hitch­
cock is also exploiting our (and his) fear of the police, since he is ’still scared of
policemen. In fact, I don’t drive a  ear on the simple fact that if you don’t drive a 
a it  you can't gel a  ticket. 1 mean, the getting o f a ticket to me is a rather sus­
penseful mallei’ (4d).
The policeman tells Marion that; T here ate plenty of motels in the area. 
You should have... 1 mean, just lo be safe...’ (shot [92]). The irony of this state­
ment is of courss only apparent later, since he now xends her to exactly Replace 
where she will be least safe.
The policeman gets suspicious and asks to see Marion’s licence. The scene 
is constructed for the audience to feel anxiety and to wish for Marion’s escape. 
Hitchcock believes this to be a normal audience response and ’a general rule... 
When a burglar goes into a room all the time he is going through the drawers, 
the public is generally anxious for him’ (47).
Finally the policeman decides to let Marion drive off, and Herrmann’s 
music, now becoming more frenetic, suggesting flight, accompanies her. This 
scone is constructed yet again around c’ose-up shots of Marion cut with shots of 
her point of view, and is reminiscent of simitar shots of Scot?)1 following Made­
leine in Vertigo,
Marion's point of view shots of the road are very deterministic and fatalis­
tic in quality as the road rushes up towards her. O n her close-ups we can see the 
roavi behind her head with the police car following, These are process shots done


in the studio with back projection, ond therefore they have a slightly unreal 
quality, This conveys exactly the hopelessness and poitulessness o ther attempts 
to escape the past. This is an unreal escape.
The policeman then turn* off on another road, n Marion sighs with re­
lief.
We dissolve from a close-up of her face '.o a shot of the car driving into a 
used cur lot. Marion climbs out of the car awl walks down the lot. The camera 
tracks with her (shot (125J). This shot is intercut with tracking shots from her 
point of view on the number plates of the ears in the lot. Once again we are 
drawn into identification with her consciousness.
She buys a paper from a stand and pages through it, presumably looking to 
see if her crime has been discovered and reported yet. As if in response to her 
fear, the policeman arrives across the roud (shot f 1281). The audience sees him 
but Marion does not. She reads the paper and walks bock into the lot.
The policeman’s behaviour has been rather strange. First lie let her go, and 
now he suddenly appears as if from nowhere. Why? Jean Douchetsuggeststhat 
this is an example of the occuit; The very appearance of the cop, reminiscent of 
the motor cycle cops in Cocteau's Orphee. belongs to the domain of fantasy. He 
is at one und She same time conscience and the Angel of Order dispatched for 
a last attempt for salvation,But he cannot save someone who does not want to
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be saved. If the reader-spectator is familiar with the nations of magic, he knows 
that the audience's wave of hostility prevents the Angel from accomplishing his 
mission’(48).
Marion is joined by the car salesman, California Charlie. She is startled by 
his opening line: ’I’m in no mood for trouble’. Charlie offers to have his mech­
anic look her car over, and as she leaves, Marion notices the policeman (shot 
[136]). She then walks down the lot and the camera tracks with her. She stops to 
look at a car and is then joined by Charlie. She decides to buy this car and when 
she immediately accepts his price he becomes suspicious. 1  take it you can prove 
that that car is yours’, he says. Marion asks where the ladies’ room is, and the 
camera tracks with her and Charlie in two-shot, as they walk off. Marion looks 
over her shoulder and this is intercut with a shot of her point of view tracking 
away from the policeman.
She enters the bathroom, the camera in a high angle position. Marion takes 
the money from hex handbag and we see a mirror reflection of her, reminding 
us again of the duality of human nature. She counts the money over the basin, a 
shot which pre-echoes Norman’s hand washing, again binding different parts of 
the film together quite formally. She counts up $700, and then leaves the bath-
She joins Chariie who is a little uneasy and suspicious. Then he reluctant­
ly agrees to the sale, and they go into the office. Hitchcock cuts to the police­
man who turns his car round and drives it into the lot. This shot serves to
compress time since the signing of forms would take considerably longer In real 
time, and thus it drives the narrative forward while maintaining audience inter-
Maitonaml Charlie come out of the office, and again she notices the po­
liceman. She quickly climbs into her new car and drives off. She is stopped by 
an off-screen shout. It is the mechanic with her suitcase and coat. She lets him 
put them on the back seat and then drives off in a hurry. The policeman joins 
Charlie and the mechanic and the three watch her leave. The entire scene then 
has served to illustrate the pointlessness of her attempts to run away and make 
a new life with Sam. Whatever she docs is observed. She exchanges her car for 
another, but all this is done with the knowledge o f the policeman. Who is she 
fooling? Clearly no one. But even knowing this she goes on with her plan as if 
driven by forces stronger then herself.
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE BIRDS
The futility of her escape plan is further re-inforced in the travelling shots 
of Marion which follow. The shots are again studio process shots, and the back 
projection serves to create a heightened unreal city scape. Once again we return 
to the unttern of mid-shots of Marion intercut with shots of her point of view, 
and again the structure is carried through rigorously.
Now we also begin to share Marion’s thoughts, what she imagines other 
people to be saying about her. First she imagines a conversation between Char­
lie and the policeman, and then one between Lowery and Caroline. Lowery is 
concerned about Marion not coming in fo work on the Monday morning. In the 
slsots through the windscreen, from Marion’s point of view, afternoon giveaway 
to evening, and evening to night. 'As the world before her darkens, there is a 
darkening of the mood of the scenes invoked by the voices culminating in 
Cassidy’s rage and threat of vengeance’ (49).
Significantly Hitchcock cuts to a tighter shot o f Marion framing her in a 
choker close-up. This break in the shot structure is as characteristic of Hitch­
cock as his rigid adherence to a particular pattern, and demands our attention.
learning of Eve Marie Saint’s betrayal of him, by similarly breaking from the
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Cary OranWiis point of view structure, to cut to a low ar.gle shot on James 
Mason,
Cassidy’s words bring pleasure to Marion, and she imagines his rag'-, and in 
particular his tlvrent-’f won't kiss off $40,000, I’ll get it back, and If any of it is 
missing I'll replace ii with her fine soft flesh’. Rothman points out that this fan­
tasy has a masochistic aspect. Cassidy lacks the power to make good his threat 
tomake Marionpay with her fine soft flesh, but nonetheless the ’fantasy of being 
subject to murderous violence (a fantasy destined to be fulfilled) also underlies 
the scenes Marion imagines' (50),
Underlying the scene is, however, also a sadistic impulse namely to take 
vengeance against the likes of Cassidy: men who regard Marion as a piece of 
flesh to be bought and consumed.
Immediately we cut to a shot oE the road as the first drops of rain begin to 
fall. This pre-echoes the shower murder, the hiss of the ruin pre-figurlng the 
noise ot the shower and the windscreen wipers swing buck and forth reproduc­
ing the rhythm of the knife blows. As V.F. Perkins points out: 'Punishment 
becomes less completely arbitrary by virtue of this sequence of pre-echoes, It 
becomes appropriate not to (Marlon's) actions but to lier uttitudes. She is de­
stroyed by un explosion of forces existing withir. her own personality: the savage 
equation of sex and punishment, the solf comforting contempt for others 
"desires" the dirty old mun deserves to lose his money’ Is a short step from 'the
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filthy slut deserves to lose her life'. It belongs to the same order of psychotic rea­
soning. Implicated as we have been in Marion's thought we cannot entirely re­
fuse the guilt of Mother's action’ (SI).
Then the motel sign appears ouf of the darkness and the water. Blurred 
outlines and the oblique angles of the shot conjure up a mood of unreal strange­
ness: This motel which contains deep dark ugly secrets about a  twisted and 
demented soul rises up into consciousness like the Freudian id, that storehouse 
of repressed wishes and motives buried deep within the unconsciousness’ (52).
The manner in which these pre-echo sequences operate and the relation­
ship that exists by linking one sequence to another in this purely formal manner 
has, it seems to me, a profound significance both for Hitchcock's art and for any 
understanding of the relationship between form and empathic response. For 
Hitchcock has always insisted that his art is a formalist one; ’1 am interested not 
so much in the stories I tell, as in the means of telling them’ (S3). Style was for 
him, then, at least as important as content
’When I say that 1 am not interested in content, it’s the same as a painter 
(not) worrying about the apples that he is painting - whether they are sweet or 
sour. Who cares?It'shisstyle,his manner of painting them, that's where the emo­
tion comes from, the same as in sculpture. Any art form is there for the artist to 
interpret it in his own way and thus create an emotion’ (54).
Furthermore Hiicbcock always insisted that this style was almost solely re* 
sponsible for empathic and emotional response in an audience. ’I  don’t care 
about the subject matter: I don't care about the acting; but I  do care about the 
pieces of film and the photography and the sound track and all of the technical 
ingredients that made the audience scream. I  feel iis tremendously satisfying for 
us (o be able to use this cinematic art to achieve something of a mass emotion, 
and vnth Psvclin we most definitely achieved this. It wasn't a message that stirred 
the audiences, nor was it a great performance or the enjoyment of the novel. 
They were aroused by pure film’ (55).
This implies then that the cinema is a formalist or even an abstract act, 
whereby the repetition of certain visual molifeeanbe likened to the repetition 
of motifs in music. In fact Hitchcock has always insisted on stressing the anal­
ogy between film and music, and likening his working rsethods to those of a con­
ductor. 1  have to say I  am equivalent to though maybe not so good as a conductor 
conducting an orchestra without a  score’(56). Or a composer 'I  would prefer to 
write all this down however tiny or however short the pieces of film are - they 
should be written down in just the same way a composer writes down those little 
black dots from which we get beautiful sound’ (57).
Hitchcock then cuts to an objective long shot of Marion’s car pulling up 
outside the motel. The low bass notes in Ihe strings aTe drawn out, and the rain 
sound continues loudly on the track. Marion climbs out of the car. This is fal­
lowed by a close-up shot from behind her as she enters the office. She finds no
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one, comes buck out, owl the camcra tracks with her as she moves to the corner 
of the motel building. She looks up, and we cut to a long shot of the house. Ma­
rion nowinclose-up looks, and we see a closer shot of the house. There Is alight 
in the windows, which makes the building look like a face with two eyes staring 
out into the night. She, and we, notice a figure passing by one of the windows.
Marion then goes back to her car and hoots, until a figure leaves the house 
and runs down the pathway. Norman has an umbrella in his hand, but he does 
not open it. I can only see this as a phallic symbol, and his inability to use the 
umbrella properly seems to point to his impotence. They enter the office and 
both Ncsrman and Marion are momentarily reflected m the mirror (shot [201]). 
But in the rest of the shot wo wifi see only her reflection as they face each other 
across the desk. Norman's first line: ’Dirty night’ is ironic, in view of what will 
follow.
Hitchcock now intercuts between two matching two-shots, the one favour­
ing Norman at a slight high angle and the one favouring Marion at a slight low 
angle. Tliefr conversation is charged with double meaning.
Norman: They moved away the highway’,
Marion: ’I thought I’d gotten off the main road’,
Norman: 'I know you must have, Nobody ever stops here anymore unless 
they’ve done that. But there's no sense dwelling on our losses. We just keep on 
lighting the lights and following the formalities’,


iMarion surely has moved off tlie right moral road. She has swayed, and 
where she Iws strayed tlw ’lights’ will soon be put out. The 'formalities' will give 
way to cruelty and despair. There will be only darkness.
She then, signs tha regisiW as 'Marie Samuels'. This name links her to her 
lover Sam and Is a manifestation of her wish-fulfiiment to be married to Sam, 
to make her name his. Naturally this Is conveyed by a mechanism which em­
bodies both condensation and displacement.
When Norman asks her to fill in her home address, saying that just a town 
will do, Marlon glances over to her bag. In the newspaper sticking out the reads: 
’O.K.' and 'Los Angeles'. She Is given a 'sign’ from tlie outside world. Efterna! 
forces are prompting her to siiy 'Los Angeles’ awl the deterministic quality Is 
enforced when Norman resiwnds Co the town by changing his mind about what 
cabin to give her. He chooses caWnl > or is that choice made for him?
Chance or fate further drives the narrative on, and Morion to her prema­
ture death later In the scone, Norman tolls her that she Is only 15 miles from 
Fnirvale. She hesitates anti perhaps contemplates driving on, but Norman Im­
mediately offers to gei her bays. The moment passai. Her fate Is sealed.
Norman anti Muriocicnter the room anti he opens the window to lot in some 
air, claiming that: 'It’s stuffy In hcra'.TMs coy Id be his real motivation, but it
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Norman: Motta, she's Just a stranger! 
She's hungry nndjrt rajjlna out.
Mariont IV ranted you some Lrnublt*.
could also be a ploy. He opens it so that she way overhear the scenario he stages 
between himself and Mother. It could be his means of keeping Morion out of 
the house and away from its secrets. Af ter ol), (he scene could have been directed 
so that Marion herself opened the window,
Norman then shows her the room but hesitates and stutters on the word 
'mattress', Tin- wrapraxis is perhaps due to the similarity between this and tbe 
word ’matricide’ - the locus of his guilt. He is also unable to say the word ’hath- 
room’ which draws our attention lo the room and emphasizes it,
Marion is once again reflected in the mirror on the line; Tliatik you, Mr, 
Bates’, And then In matching close-ups cut between them Norman invites Ma­
rion to have dinner with him. When she says: 'I’d like to’ we cut to a mid two- 
shot of them and Norman leaves, saying he will be back ‘with my trusted 
umbrella'. Hitclicock thus drives the symbolic point home so to speak.
Wien she Is alone, Martov puts her suitcase on the bed and begins to un­
pack to the accompaniment of music. She looks all around the room for a  place 
to hide the money, and then Inn repetition of the office scene, she te once again 
given a ’sign’ from tt»  ’O.K.’ in the newspaper,
The $->0,000 is, of course, what Hitchcock calls the macguffm; something 
which the characters have an Interest in, and which drives the narrative forward, 
but which is of little significance in itself or for the audience, For Hitchcock:
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Tlie audience are being nursed along, petted and worried about, so that.,., 
pieces of plot are being thrust into tfiait minds'(SS).
H e explains the origin ottiic term'maeguffin’ln the following way: ’As the 
story goes, two men ore lit nn English train and one says to the other:
’Excuse me sir, what is that strange looking package above your head?’ 
’Oh, that's a macguffln’,
’What’s that for?’
T hat's for napping lions in the Scottish Highlands,’
‘But there are no lions in the Scottish Highlands'.
Then that’s no macgu/fin" (59).
The absolute unimportance of the macguffm is another example ofHitch- 
eock’s stress on form rather than content. He simply dismisses It: ’anti macguf- 
fin doesn’t mattar at all, You have \o have it bccause the spies have to be after 
something, and 1 reduced it to its minimum in Nwth hy Nwtliwett, when Cary 
GtauisaystotbeC.l,A . man:
■Wlrnt is this man after?'
The ’heavy’ James Mason.
’Oh’, says lha C.i.A. mnn: ’Let’s say he is fln importer or nn exporter’. 
’What of?’
’Um, Government secrets' (50).
Morton wraps the money in the newspaper and places 'i on the bedside 
table. As she does so, we hear a woman’s voice, loud but muffled hy distance: 
'No, 1 tell you, no.' Marion is shocked, anti’the simultaneity of the intrusion of 
tliis voice and Marion's guilty gesture isuncanny, as though the voice emanated 
from Marion's imagination' (63).
Marion goes over to the window and listens to (ho rest o f (he conversation 
between Norman and Mother. V/e cut from close-ups of Marion in profile to 
long shots of the house from her point of view.
Norman begs Mother not lo continue, but she Is relentless:
’And then whai7 After supper, music? whispering?
Her words echo Sam's in the first scene:
'And then after the steak? do we turn Mother’s picture to the wall?’
This scene and the first one are further linked by the reintroduction of the 
(heme of a p p tile  on Mother's line:
’Go on; go teli her thiit'sfic’i! not be appeasing her ugly appetite with my 
food or my son'.
As Foley points out:'The prominence of ’appetite’ in Hitchcock’s films - 
again and again one sees people eating and there is often an equation of eating 
wftft sex • comes strong overtones of the child's dependence on the mother for 
food, a dependence which Mr Slater calls ’the oral-norcissistic dilemma.”(62)
(cf Cnry Grunt’s 'forced feeding’ in Nnrth bv Northwest - a film whoso hero not 
only has a mother problem but a conspicuously oral probfemialcoftol/sm).
vant fo 1 firebox k:
'...the mother's implicit sexual demands upon the child (ibrenlcn) him us 
much as her hostile resentment. The ‘appropriate’ fantasy response (o such a 
double threat is an act of sexual violence, a  sadistic oedipti! rupc.On the one 
kanJj! lakes revenge upon the mother for her hostility and her impossible de­
mands, and an I he other ii fulfills, svlibsrim Irony, the sexual needs she has dis­
placed frtnn husHand to clutd...From the helpless, eon/used, impotent, and 
Scorned child he becomes the aggressive, potent, bullying ravi'shcr.’(fi3)
Norman shouts at her to 'Shut up' and then slams the door, Marion then 
goes outside t« v.an for him. We m i io a  shot from behind her [241) and when 
Norman enters the frame the camera tracks forward and pnns to the right with 
him, allowing them to face each other on cither side of the frame.
Marion says: Tve caused you some trouble' and Norman after hesitating 
replies; 'Mothur ■ what is the phrase: she Isn’t tfuiie herself today’, In rctrospoci 
the Sine is hilarious - Mother (s definitely not herself: she Is Norronn. Du! even 
on first viewing it incorporates the notion of the instability of personality.
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She then suggests that they eat their meal, a,id steps back to behind the 
doot, allowing Norman space. As she does so, the cstnera tracks back and we 
ate able to see the bed through the doorway, introducing the idea of sex. The 
centre oE the frame is now occupied by a lamp and ’again and again a lamp will 
be associated with the mother becoming her surrogate in the frame and .... the 
emblem of her mystery1 (64).
Norman hesitates and then we are allowed to see the reason for his hesit­
ancy. From his point of view we see Marion standing outside die motel room 
door looking exactly like, a  hooker waiting for a client, Norman backs off, sug­
gesting itwould be nicer and warmer in the office. Marion smiles and then closes 
the door, and then the camera tracks with them as she joins him in the office. 
Norman entices her fui .her in to his web by suggesting that they go into the par­
lour. They move into a darkened room.
Norman turns on a ligh* ;ti the parlour, revealing a room furnished with 
stuffed birds on the walls. The lighting from below casts grotesque shadows on 
the walls And, the birds, seen from Marian's point of views shots (249 and 251] 
appear dulling, Norman invites Maeiontositdown which she does, He says; 'ft’s 
all for you; I’m not hungry’ once again introducing the notion of appetite, but 
also echoing her earlier phrase: 'I  really don’t have that much of an appetite' 
which could be read as an appetite for food as well as a sexual appetite Cor him.



/,n: Sometimestw deliberately stop Normans 
into those imos.
Noira am I was boin In rninc t don't mtodllonvmore
Marian: Oh, but you jIvaulH You should 
mindit? E S 'f fj
bull seyldon’t. Marian: Vou know-If onyansever
talked to m* the way I heard—the way 
she spolietoyDu—
[?»0
to m ia  Sometimes—when sho talks to me Like that—I 
(\ )l i'd like to go up there—anti curse her- and-ond'and 
le, ve her loiinwlOfsl Imm dply tinr!
£ a « ]
Norman: But I Know I emi t, jlre'slli. <
& « o I
Nnntitn: No, I mean—lt(. Siio—she (Mrfioratsemfi—t- 
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The first part of the scene consists of mid-shots on Norman intercut with 
mid-shots on Marion. The shots balance each other in that Marion is composed 
oti iho left edge of the frame, while Norman is composed On the right. The com­
positions in themselves are unbalanced, ami me relationships of the characters 
to tbedecor create essentially unstable images. This kind of composition is char­
acteristic of Hitchcock and ’Eitch shot is thus for him like a menace or at least 
an anxious waiting' (65), Wism£re-e/i-jeenethenis that 'of adisequiiebriura com­
parable to that of a heavy me." . ;i» to slide down too sloping bn 
incline’ (66) which results in a ’ised style which is immediately 
recognisable ’in the admirably cietcrmineu quality of this disequilebrium’ (67).
Hitchcock rigorously maintains this structure for a long lime until shot 
[278]. During this time, Norman initiates a conversation about birds and tr 'ps 
will! the phrase 'You .at like a bird'. Then he says in shot (25(=1 ’J bear the ex­
pression • eat like n bird - is really a fais-fals-fals-falsity’, His stuttering draws 
Ouraltcnllon to the parapraxis und his inability to say the correct word, namely 
fallacy (phallusy). This once agnin underlines his impotence.
The rest of the conversation is both revealing isv that it tellsus of the emp­
tiness of Norman's life, and of the emotional borais he has to his Mother: 'A 
boy's best friend is his mother1. Tlse sccnc also develops the theme of entrap­
ment and prisons frotuwhlchwe cannot escape, Norman says: ’We’re all in our 
private traps - clam ed in them, anil some of us can never get cut, We scratch

Mttioiii VVtiy don'f you go away) Normani To a private Island, like you! Muloo: No—not llkomo,
& « l ]  t ? i “]  & ’ !]
[ 2 1 4 ]
Normum led bo colrl find damn Ilka a Nomiim People always end a mdliousa 
liravo. Ilyoulovewrmsonoivoinloii't ’swnoplfieo' don't ilwvl Putlwrln 
<to (Itat io tffom, owm i/you hate ilium, 'somoplacol'
Yuu undorsinnd thnt—1 don't lwe Iter, 
i Ihho who; shu's bocomo. I hoia (lio
r?if] £*’<!
and claw but only at the air, oniyat ench other’. This is a perfect description of 
what Marion will <1a  in the shower. She will 'scratch and daw’ to get away from 
the murderer, but it will be futile,
Furthermore, this passage of Norman’s links him to Sam's sense of entrap­
ment at the beginning of the film. Both men are victims of their past 'bom into’ 
their traps. Marion, too, is linked to this entrapment by her search for aprivate 
island and, as Robin Wood points out: The confrontation between Marion and 
Norman is in some ways the core of the film - the parallel made between them 
provides the continuity that underlies the brutal disruption when Marion is mur­
dered, It is part of the essence of the film to moke us feel the continuity between 
the normal and I he abnormahbe tween the compulsive behaviour of Marion and 
the psychotic behaviour of Norman Bates'(68).
From shot (278] Hitchcock breaks away from his structure of shots to es­
tablish a new one. Marion and Norman arc no longer linked by balancing com­
positions, but rather she is shot from a slightly lower angle straight on, while 
Norman is shot from a low angle in profile. This indicates that they are experi­
encing the events very differently. Where Marion’s response ts calm and or­
dered, like her composition, Norman appears more and more  unbalanced.
We arc offered too, images of entrapment, (the ceiling boxing him in) and 
darkness (the owl swooping above his head), Hitchcock was fascinated by this 
bird imagery, which ho saw almost as a symlwl of Norman’s derangement: 'The


owl, for instance, has another connotation. Owls belong to the nigh! world: they 
are watchers, and this appeals to Perkins's masochism. He knows birds, and he 
knows that they are watching him ail the time. He can see his own guilt reflected 
in their knowing eyes' (69).
But everything in Hitchcock however ’psychological’ - and delusions o f 
being watched are rooted, according to Freudian theory, i;i being watched over 
by one’s parents - everything in Hitchcock revolves also around the conditions 
of Him itself -its construction, its viewing: the owls are also obvious analogues 
for Psvchn’s audience (’they’re watching biro all the time’). As Foley notes, 
’Given their narcissistic, self-reflective elements-.these films might be de­
scribed as the "faculty by which the ego looks at itself”(70).
Theissue of Norman’s masochism isone to which [return la.jr, but his psy­
chological state is clearly linked to that of his Mother's and to madness • 'she is 
fli\
The introduction ofthe theme of madness is emphasized by Hitchcock once 
again breaking an established pattern of cutting for another. From shot (294) 
when Norman leans into the empty space in front of his head and chillingly says: 
’You mean an institution, a marfbouse?’ and here we become aware of Norman’s 
own unbalanced psychotic state as he attacks Marion with the tine: 'What do you 
know about caring?'(shot [298]).
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Then he reintroduces the all-embracing eye imagery: The cruel eyes stu­
dying you', which will link up with the final scene of the film. "Hien Norman most 
tolling!? revealf that Mother Is: ’As harmless as one of those stuffed birds’.
This discussion brings Marlon face to face with the logical extension of her 
present condition. By describing ’traps’ he defines the psychotic state, the con­
dition of permanent anguish where develonmeot becomes impossible, The par­
allel between Norman's position and hers is clearly established when he says: 
'We all go a  little mad sometimes. Haven’t you?'
It is her perception of Norman’s condition and the parallel with her own 
that gives Marion lu . chance for salvation. She replies: ’Yes, and sometimes just 
one time can he enough. And thank you.' Marion rises and the camera tilts up 
with her (shot [313]). We cut to a high angle shot from her point oCviewon Nor­
man, where she tells him (and us) that she will be going back to Phoenix the next 
day. She wants to escape from her particular trap before It is too late. Her deci­
sion is clearly made, and shehas regained her freedom of will and her power of 
rationality.
Then Hitchcock cuts to Marion in profiie(shot [325JJ as she tells Norman 
that her name is Crane. We cut to his realisation. This break from the formal 
structure ominously draws our attention to Norman’s reaction, and at the same 
time reminds us that her name is that of a bird, and Norman likewise is true to


this surname ’Bates’. He sets ’baits' for bi
Marion says goodnight and leaves, the camera panning with her as she goes. 
Then Norman looks at the register and sees tuat she has signed her name 'Marie 
Samuels’. He seems to make up his mind about something and goes back into 
the parlour. This is almost the first time that we have seen any: v.'g in the film 
Other than from Marion’s point o f vkw, and it initiates a radical shift in emphasis 
in the film.
Norman takes apieture off the wall which depicts a classical rape scene. He 
then peers into a hole In the waii. From his point of view, we see Marion un­
dressing. And then Hitchcock cuts again to eye Imagery; a big close-up of Nor­
man’s prying eye In shot [334]. This re-establishes the viewer as voyeur, and also 
introduces the expectation of asexual encounter between Norman and Marion. 
The hole within a hole is charged symbolically. It is an eye and on emblemof fe­
male sexuality. •
Then Norman replaces the picture. He appears to be darkly trans­
formed,(shot [338]) as he leaves the parlour and makes his way to the house. 
Hitchcock cuts to a shot of him entering the house, and then to it reverse angle 
as lie slops in front of Uiestalrs, He hesitates and seems unable to ascend them. 
Then he turns and walks into the kitchen where he sits down at n table.


Once agom I can only read Ihis imagery In Freudian terms. The ascending 
staircases with their repitltious movements and the breathlessness they produce 
is symbolic of the sexual acl, and Norman’s inability to ascend the staircase draws 
our attention to his impotence,


CH A PTER FO U R 
T O R N  CURTAIN
Nonnaa looks directly at the camera, and his gaze almost magically con­
jures up the shot of Marion which we now cut to- She is sitting at a table writing. 
In big ctose-up we see that she is subtracting 700 from 40,000, and we assume
paper she has been writing on, and looks for a place to throw the pieces away. 
She gets up and walks towards the bathroom, and in so doing she is reflected in 
the mirror; but she is oblivious of this alter-ego doggedly pursuing her. She 
throws the tom pieces of paper into the toilet bowl and pulls the chain.
This tearing up of the figures might seem ambiguous, in that some viewers 
might read it that she has now changed her mind about returning the money. 
But everyEhing else points to the fact that she intends io return to Phoenix. The 
last part of her dialogue with Norman, the look of calm on her features, and the 
joy with which she first greets the cleansing stream of the shower, suggests con­
trition and new purpose.
Besides,the washing away of the figures seents to me to be symbolic of the 
washing away of her sin, her guilt: a kind of lavabo. Characteristically Hitchcock 
uses the iconography of the Catholic Church, but then treats it ironically.
Marion then slips off her robe and gets into the shower. We cut to a close- 
up of her feet climbing into the tub,(shot[350]).She pulls the curtain ciosed and 
then we cut to a mid- shot of her behind the curtain. In close-up,(shot [352]) 
Marion unwraps a soap bar and turns the water on. We cut to a shot of the spray 
from her point of view, which is then followed by a series of shots of Marion vo­
luptuously surrendering to the cleansing stream of water,
Theshowerbecomesa ritual in which herguilt is symbolically washed away. 
This baptism will soon be violently interrupted and it is ironic that it is at this 
precise moment, the moment of disavowal, that she will suffer punishment for 
her crimes.
Before I analyse the precise imagery in the celebrated shower murder se­
quence which follows, there are a number of general points that can be made 
about this scene. At the outset,it is apparent that the scene is made up of a mon­
tage of rapid close-ups. There are in fact 78 camera set ups for 45 seconds of 
screen time, and the scene took 7 days to shoot. This fragmentary treatment ser­
ves different purposes.
Firstly it allows Hitchcock to stylize the sequence, since to film it as a con­
tinuous piece of realistic action would have made it obscene and nauseating. A 
lesser director might have shot the scene more explicitly by using make up and 
special effects,and Hitchcock himself considered this idea before abandoning 
it. 'We had a torso specially made up for that scene with the blood that was sup­
posed to spurt away from the knife, but I  didn’t use it. I used a live girl instead, 
a  naked model who stood in for Janet Leigh. We only showed Miss Leigh's 
hands, shoulders and head. All the rest was the stand in. Naturally, the knife 
never touched the body. It was all done in montage’ (71).
So we never see Marion’s wounds, uor do we see Wood pulsing or pouring 
from her body. Rather Hitchcock’s stylized treatment ’aestheticises the horror, 
abstracting it from reality so that we teceive the most rowerful and vivid im­
pression of violence,brutality and despair. An extreme of intellectual and emo­
tional shock is conveyed, without provoking physical revulsion ■ which would 
detach u ; from the film (72).' The sound track too is stylized, and instead of Ma­
rion’s screans we hear the screeching of violins.
The fragmentary treatment enables Hitchcock to subtly alter the viewpoint. 
Up to this moment we have almost exclusively seen evejything through Marlon’s 
eyes. The dominant mode that Hitchcock has so far adopted has bee#a subjec­
tive approach characterised as torn . ;lose-up of Marion cut to Marion's point 
of view.
We have not only seen the world through h<;r eyes but we have also been 
party to her thoughts and imagination. By the end of this scene this will an longer 
be possible. She will be dead. Our identification with her must therefore be se-
■ I
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Hitchcock initiated this by allowing us to gaze on Marion from Norman's 
point of vtew tiirough his peep iieic, but now he very gradually, almost imper­
ceptibly, fillers tlic viewpoint during the course or the murder so that we see less 
ant) less from Marion's point of Wews anti more through the eyes of the mur- 
deter. And ihc frngmcnlary technique allows this shift in perspective to be an- 
fioiiwahly (paradoxically one could almost say smoothly) accomplished.
Tfct ratHcal shifts in viewpoint serve also lu hide the kiemrty of the mur­
derer from the autlienec. it is necessary for the moment Cot us to believe that 
wehavcsacB 'M wber' committing the murder, the killer's real identity will only 
be revealed liner.
Furthermore this montage approach enables Hitchcock lo extend die sc­
i e n c e  in time. As Truffaut noted: ‘We solve the problem of time by manipu­
lating space*, u> which Hitchcock replied: That's right. We have already talked 
ahmii the fact that film can he used either in ctwiract time or .0 extend it at will’ 
(73). Extending the time 1$ essentia! liere,since the audience needs time to ap­
preciate Uie emotional horror of the attack.
The cJwe-up treatment isulso justified by the confined setiingin which the 
murder occurs, A  similar treatment in nil outdoor setting would seem gratui­
tous. Bui here it fs also justifiable because the size of the images relate directly 
to tlteir emotional importance.


In this Hitchcock may be&aen as a eiassicist who was ’against virtuosity for 
its own sake. Technique should enrich the emotion. One doesn’t set the camera 
at a given angle because the cameraman happens to be enthusiastic about that 
spot. The only thing that matters is whether the installation of the camera at a 
given angle is going to give the scene its maximum impact. Thebeauty of image 
and movement, the rhythm and the effects, everything must be subordinated to 
the purpose’ (74).
The scene not only depicts a  violent murder, but it is also a symbolic rape. 
In fact, ’Psycho derives most of its power from the sexual implications and over­
tones - from the impossibility for Nocman Bates of a normal sexual relationship’ 
<75).
This results in his committing a grotesque and brutal parody of the sexual 
act wherein the knife he wields can be seen as a phallus, not only because of its 
Freudian significance, but because of its repetitive rhythmic movements and 
also because of its relation to other images, namely the vaginal imagery in the 
liquid round shapes of the shower rose, the drain and Marion's mouth. The 
scene is Symbolic rape also in the context of the audience's expectation of a sex­
ual encounter, an expectation provoked by Norman’s prying, Marion’s naked­
ness and her voluptuous surrender to the shower’ (76).
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The symbolic imagery then leads to understand not what we assume to 
be happening but what is in fact happening, namely Norman dressed up as his 
mother is enacting a pathctic imitation of the sexual act,
Tire knife may also be read by its similarity In shape as a bird’s beak. It 
seems to swoop and peck und.llke the birds in the parlour, this is a  night bird 
and a bird of prey. Norman gives the birds life as he gives Mother life, but the 
life he gives them exists only in his sick imagination. T he knife-beak thus 
denotes the eruption of an illusory past into the reality of the present' (77).
Theniurderscene beginsproperiy from shot [358].Morion is still busy wash­
ing herself • lire water is symbolic o f rebirth, a fresh start. From this angle we 
can see a suggestion of movement In the background as the door opens,The 
camera begins to truck in (this Is not a 200m as there is no optical drift and, since 
this is shot inasttrdio one assumes it would have been relatively easy to ’fly’ one 
of the flats) and Marion, almost to accommodate the camera, steps aside. We 
track until we reach a mid-slwt silhouette of figure, antS then the curtain is 
pulled aside.
The Rgnfo stands frozen and poised wielding a knife. We cannot see the 
face, but much of the shattering impact derives from Herrmann's score. The 
high pitched violins suggest the shrieking of birds and the slashing of knives.
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'As always In Hitchcock, when (he curtain opens, theatre is invoked’ (78), 
The figure is clearly putting on a performance, but since Marion is turned away, 
we must assume that the performance i% for the audience. The stylized posing 
of the murderer suggests the dramatic but also the religious. There willbe some­
thing ritualistic about this slaughter.
Hitchcock then nuts to  a close-up of Marion's face. She screams but we only 
hear the. violins. Then he jump-cuts again to achoker close-up of just her mouth. 
The 'classical' Hitchcock is here prepared to break the rules of Hollywood in­
visible editing to fragment time and space, to ensure that ’the screen rec- 
tang\e...be charged with emotion' (79).T!?e dislocation created by this jump- 
cutting then creates a severe emotional dislocation heightened by the score.
We then cut to aslightly low angle {shot [362]) on the murderer whose face 
we cannot see, as he/she appears asa silhouette. We cannot distinguish who this 
is, and in actual shooting, Perkins did not actually play the role,Truffaut notes: 
'I  asked him a question about P.welin that had always puzzled me. At the mo­
ment Janet Leigh is being stabbed in the shower, I wondered who had stepped 
into the bathroom with knife in band. Was it Anthony Perkins wearing a wig, a 
woman, a stand-in, a dancer? Bearing in mind that the killer is filmed in back 
lighting conveying the impression of a shadow show, any of thos possibilities is 
plausible. Hitchcock informed me that the attacker was a young woman wear­
ing a wig. He added that the scene was shot twice, because even though the only 
lighting was placed behind the woman, the reverberations of the white bathroom
walls was so strong that it revealed her (ace too clearly. That is why her face was 
blackened in the second take, so as to creatc the impression of a dark and un­
identifiable silhouette on the screen’ (80).
The killer stabs with the knife in a diagonal downward movement. This con­
tributes strongly to the compositional movement,the consistent downward mo­
tion which ends in Marion’s fall. And as has been pointed out earlier, this is part 
of the overall movement of the entire film. Indeed ’each of the climaxes is built 
around a vertiginous descent which sweeps the audience further downwards to­
wards an abyss of darkness, madness, futility and despair’ (81).
Hitchcock then aits to a mid-shot [363] of Marion trying desperately to es­
cape from the blows but these come on relentlessly in shots [364] and the high 
angle shoi(36S]. The high angle stresses hervuinerability, further reinforcing the 
diagonal downward movement of the knife, which doesnot touch her flesh. This 
is followed by a series of shots intercut between Marion’s screaming face and 
the killer’s relentless stabbing,(shots [366-375]).
Shot [376] is a close-up of the knife passing Marion's stuuiacli in a down­
ward path. We then cut back to a close-up of Marion screaming, and then to a 
low angle shot of the knife against the celling, This is ashot from Marion’s point 
of view, but significantly as the life begins to flow from the bleedingwounds, we 
will no longer seeany more shots from her point of view. All the remaining shots 
of Marion will be presented from the killer’s viewpoint.
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So in shat [379] we get 2 glimpse of Marion's writhing torso and then we 
iump-cut rat her erratically and violently to shot [380} a close-up of Marion '
screaming. This is. followed by a high angle shot [381] of her feet, with her blood .
mingUngwith thewater.anti thena shot [382] ofher turning away from the blows j
with the knife striking past her, Shot 1383) is another high angle shot of Marion’s J '
©presumably from the murderer’s point of view. j
Shot [384] is a close-up of Marion’s hand against the tiles forming a visual 
pattern tlwt we have become accustomed to from as early as the titles. Then we 
see a portion of her face and arm, followed by a shot of the murderer leaving 
the room [386]. It is shot from where Marion is standing in the shower, but is '
clearly not her point of view, since she is looking away at the time. ;
In shot [387] we return to Marion’s hand now sliding down the tiles conti- !
nuing the pattern of downward movement. An cl then we see her(in shot [388]) ; .
beginning to slide downwards. 1 « .
Interestingly, in the Academy print and the video, the bottom half of the 
frame Is masked to conform to the 1:1.85 wide screen ratio, This is presumably '
since Janet Leigh would probably have been wearing a brassiere when the scene 
was shot, and this would have been visible in the Academy section of the print.
The illusion of her nakedness needs to be maintained anil this necessitated the 
masking.
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Marlon then reaches out to try to grab hold of something to raise herself 
up-herwill is fighting for life, but this momentary tentative upward movement 
is short lived. We see a close-up of her hand grabbing the shower curtain and 
then in shot [390] we see from a high angle the futility of her gesture. In shot
[391] the curtain is torn from its railings and Marion falls to her death in shot
[392].
Meanwhile the water continues to flow from the shower rose, indifferent 
lo the violence below, Wc cut to a shot of of Marion’s feet os the blood ming­
ling with the water, flows from her body. The camera pans and zooms (this is 
unusual fora filmof this lime but significantly Hitchcock 'hides’ the zoom In the 
panning movement), until we are left with on image of the drain as the water 
and blood swirl and disappear into blackness.
From a close-up of the drain, there is an extraordinary lap dissolve to a 
close-up of Marion’s sightless dead eye. We notices drop of water (perhaps a 
tear) in the corner of her eye as the camera begins to track back and to roll. The 
roil is the least used camera movement by any Rim maker and is very umisual. 
It was more than likely achieved in the laboratory In the optical printer, os this 
would have been easier than shooting it on the stage,
In any event, the roll and track combined reproduce exactly the spiralling 
movement of the water down the drain and link the two images. This produces 
a sensation of vertigo and 'It Is as if we have emerged from the depths behind


the eye, the round hole of ihe drain leading down Into an apparently bottomless 
darkness, The potentialities for horror that ile in the depths of usai), and which 
have their source in se*, which the remainder of the film Is devoted to sound­
ing'. (82),
The camera continues trucking m ay  trom Marlon’s dead eye, Then there 
is a cut to the shower rose with the water spurting out ds If it remains indiffer­
ent to Morion’s fate.
Then in shot [397] the camera continues tracking ami tilts up moving out­
side the bathroom. As it crosses the door the screen goes white for an instant, 
masking a cut so that the camera movement appears continuous. 11)0 camera 
tracks into the bedroom and pans to the right tilt we reachaciose-up of thenews- 
pnper with the money wrapped in it.
The camcra then pans to the right and tracks over to the window and tilts 
until we sec the house, Then we liear Norman's voice shouting: ’Mother! oh 
Godi Mother! Mother! Blood! Blood)’, Oncc again the moving camera is used 
to moke connections between one part of the world and another, between one 
event and another, This (seemingly) continuous truck then connects Morion’s 
death with the money and with the house.
The murder scene Is one of the most violent scenes in einem;i,nnd Itatfeuis 
our response so the res,, of the film. ’As the film unfolds (hero Is less violence
because the harrowing memory of the M in i Wiling carries over lo the suspense­
ful passages that come later’ (83).
For the spectator the scene Is horrific because If it is carried out as a pun­
ishment then the punishment is too severe for the crime. Especially since it 
coroes at the point when Marion has decided to return to Phoenix and attempts 
to purify herself and wash away her sins. But the water, the cleansing agent, par­
ticipates in draining her life away and ’its deans/ng sJream provides the decor 
for her defilement. Its promise of forgiveness mocked and countermanded in 
vicious retribution, The stark ironies of the collision between symbolic meanings 
and experienced realities explode across a gaping chasm of futility’ (84).
The murder is also a sbasterlngalienBling effect, in that the film ujj to now, 
has been constructed so that we identify with Marion by sharing her point of 
view and her thoughts. Any identification we may have with her is now brutally 
severed.
Al the time we arc engrossed in Marion's fate, committed to her salvation, 
but after the murder is over and she is dead, we are left shocked 'with nothing 
toclfng to, the appnrent centre of the fifm entirely disscrives’(85). What do we 
do? Hitchcock provides the answer - we simply displace our affections, our em­
pathy, and our identification on (he next possible character - Norman Bates. 
'And the spectator soon reveals his disloyalty. At the moment of desolation he 
resolves to forget his earlier existence and entrust his loneliness to the Erst in-


dividual who can afford his consolation - the smiling, amiable motel keeper, the 
woman's murderer’ (86).
Hitchcock cuts to •! long shot of the house and Norman runs down the path­
way towards the w ntel The »hot h  accompanied by the same violin music which 
accompanied Use invrder. Hi! thus formally links Norman to the murder 
: n.' later id the sequence he witl give us further 'clues’ as to the true identity of
Nom.an oj.'ii;s the cabin door and the camera tracks with him as he rum 
w w .  / )!;= l;at.Vi»m.7his movement enables the audience tr, participate with 
itm\ u> move with him. We then cut to a miij-shot from behind him as he lockj 
down un the <cene of the carnage- fhe camera '".ildson him as he  comprehends 
tbe horror before his eyes.
Then he spins around an ) co'r"r* U-.* mouth. In aO doing he knocks over a 
picture o f the bird off the wall. This scene sccin? to nw to be another verbal pirn 
'Here's Norman bumping oft another bi/d’, which d' am  viir attention to lan­
guage and to a kind o; displacement mechanism. Icako provides us with another 
clue as to who the murderer is.
Norman Ihen begins thelengthy process of clean"igup after the crime. The 
scc*ne is a long one, but this is necessary, for we mi Ihvp time to adjust after 
the emotional shock of the murder.
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We also need time to find a new centre, something to attach ourselves to. 
As Wood points out; ’Hitchcock uses all the resources of identification tech* 
nique to make us become Norman’ (37.) The camera therefore begins to ob­
sessively follow Norman's every move. It pans and tracks with him as he goes 
over to the window and doses It. I t pans and tracks with him until he goes out 
the door.And then, from outside the cabin it tracks with him on the verandah. 
He collects a mop and pail from the office, and the camera pans with him as he 
goes back to the cabin.
Inside the cabin, the camera tracks across the room with Norman as he goes 
to the bathroom. Hitchcock cuts to a tighter shot of him,(shot [407]) and then 
tilts down with Norman as he bends over. The camera then tracks back to ac­
commodate him as he spreads the shower curtain across the floor.
For a second we see Norman through the curtain in a recreation of our first 
view of the murderer. This clearly links him with the crime as does shot [409] 
which is a close-up of his hands with blood on them. This is a traditional and ac­
cepted symbol of guilt, and one is immediately reminded of Lady Macbeth. The 
shot is not a subjective one, but many of the others that follow will be from Nor­
man's point of view.
Hitchcock cuts to a close-up of Norman’s disturbed face, as he pans with 
him, and he pans with him as Norman washes the Wood off his hands. Once 
again, we are offered a view of Norman that links him to the murder - we see




the blood being washed from his hands down the drain. Norman then begins to 
mop up the bath and shot [413] is clearly a subjective one from his point of view.
After all traces of Marioa’s  blood have been cleaned up, Norman drives 
her car close to the cabin and opens the boot. H e then goes back to the cabin 
and cattles out her body now wrapped in the shower curtain. As he comes out 
of the door he appears likeo grotesque parody of a bridegroom carrying his bride 
across the threshold, He dumps her body in the boo t and goes back into the room 
to remove al! other traces of Marlon from the cabin.
Our sympathies arc now beginning to be shifted to Norman, and Wood con­
tends that this shift has been prepared for us by the fact that 'Norman is a« in­
tensely sympathetic character, sensitive, vulnerable, trapped by his devotion to 
his mother • a devotion, a self sacrifice which our society tends to regard os high­
ly laudable’ (8S). And os Truffaut swtte.: T he viewer becomes aitached to Per­
kins because of the care with which he wipes away all the traces of his crime. It’s 
tantamount to admiring someone for a job well done’ (89).
Norman enters the room and sees the key on the floor, shot [428] which 
he picks up and pockets, HIMicock pans with him as he pocks Marion’s clothes 
into her sulicaso. He then tidies the room replacing the bird picture. Then, in 
shot [380], Hitchcock cuts away to the money to remind the audience of its ex­
istence und, If as has been suggested, we begin to displace ow  empathy on so










Norman, then this shot serves Co allow the audience to participate in the sus­
pense of whether Norman wilt discover the money or not.
Norman takes the mop and pail outside and the lights of a passing car 
momentarily stop him. He then drops them in the boot and comes back for a 
final check. H e sees the newspaper with the money, picks it up, carries it out­
side and dumps it in  the boot. Then he drives the car off.
It should be noted that by so enticing the aut1' articipation, Hitch­
cock has constructed the film in such a way th a t1 t,nce will identify and 
empathize with the murderer. It might be co n ^ ied  as to whether this does 
occur, but certainly the film is constructed (by the tracking and panning shots 
which move with Norman) to encourage our identification. T he public’s accept­
ance of Anthony Perkins is unequivocal and definitive. At all the screenings of 
PsycVinl'nave attended, the ov.dknce has loudly voiced its disappointmentwhen 
Perkins, during his careful " of the murder area, does not discover the 
envelope containing the $40,uu0, but lets It vanish instead with the car (and his 
victim) into the swamp’ (90).
Norman drives the car off, and Hitchcock then cuts to a close-up of the 
number plnte (shot [439]) as the car slowly moves away from us. Novnswa comes 
out of the car and pushes it deeper into the swamp, so that we ere nr«\ in s  high­
angled position looking down on the car as It slowly sinks into the ‘•v/.iinij.




Hitchcock cuts to a c/ose-up of Norman's face as he  watches the car. He 
pops some candy into his mouth and nibbles away like a bird. We cut to Nor­
man’s point of view of the car sinking into the swamp. The remainder of the 
scene follows the farnii 'r  Hitchcockian subjective method, namely a close-up 
of Norman, followed by Norman's point of view, etc.
This sequence was shot day-for-night, and works very effectively because 
we can see from Norman's close-ups the sun was behind and to one side of him 
or in a ’kicker' position. Other sequences in the film, for example Aiborgast’s 
arrival at the hotel which were also shot day-for night, are less successful, be* 
cause the sun was at a less oblique angle.
As Hitchcock cuts from Norman to his point of view, the scene is con- 
stn'cted for us to share his apprehension when in shots [4431311(1 (445],the car 
stops .'inking for a moment.
In every screening I  have attended, there was an audible sigh of relief from 
the audience when, from shot [449] the car begins to sink until it disappeared 
from view. Hitchcock hinu if calculated upon the audience responding in this 
way: ’When Perkins is lotl:irV; at the car sinking in the pond, even though he is 
burying a body, when the car stops sinking for a moment the public is thinking; 
"I hope it goes all the way down11. It’s a real instinct’ (91).
Through the employment of subjective identification techniques then, 
Hitchcock has directed the audience into displacing the empathy they felt for 
Morion, on toNorman. As Truffaut notes: ’One intriguing aspect is the way the 
picture makes the viewer constantly switch loyalties. At the beginning he hopes 
that Janet Leigh won’t be caught. H ie murder is very shocking, but as soon as 
Perkins wipes away the traces of the killing, we begin to side with him, to hope 
that he won’t be found out...the viewer’s emotions a te not exactly wholesome’ 
(93).
And asTraffaui further notes: T he public’s reaction is an essential com­
ponent of (Hitchcock’s) work' (93). The director often implicates us, the audi­
ence, in the criminal action, and our response to the guilty characters reflects 
the criminal psychology tliat the film dramatises. Our empathy with the crimi­
nal indicates our own dark undercurrents, the possibilities of our own unex­
plored selves.
a Train Bruno hopes to implicate Guy in a murder by placing bis lighter at the 
scene of the crime. But on his way to doing so, Bruno drops the lighter down a 
drain. MetrwhiSe Guy is busy playing a tennis game. Hitchcock uses Griffith- 
like parallel action cross-cutting between the tennis match and the killer's fran­
tic efforts to retrieve the lighter from the drain. As he cuts to bigger and bigger 
close-ups of Bruno’s fingers stretching and grasping, we mil him to get the 
lighter, and thus become implicated with his guilt.
Likewise In.Ecfinzji Rush has killed Babs and placed her body in the back 
o f :  potato truck. He drinks a cognac and eats a grape, and then decides to pick 
Ms teeth, but he cannot find his initialled diamond tie-pin which he usually uses 
to dig the food from between his teeth. Then he remembers that in the struggle 
with Gabs, she grasped it. He must now retrieve it. He climbs into the back of 
the potato truck, and tries to pry the pin from her death grasp. Meanwhile the 
truck driver jumps In the front of the truck and drives off.
Rush must eventually break the fingers D  retrieve the tie-pin. He is a des­
picable murderer and his task is a  grizzly one; yet Hitchcock manipulates the 
audience into siding with him: 'In Frenzy you have the man in the potato truck. 
You see, you build up all the suspense - will he get the tie-pin out of the girl’s 
hand in time before he gets caught? So we show the truck stopped a couple of 
times. H e hides and eventually achieves i t  But we are rooting for him all the 
time to gat that tie-pin back’ (94).
The displacement of empathy from Marioci to Norman in the audience im­
plicated usin both the theft and (ffnot the murder) the concealment of the body. 
And, since our own impulses not on];’ those of the characters are involved, this 
raises the issues of Hitchcock's complex and disconcerting moral sense, where­
by he makes us aware, (perhaps not always consciously,) of the Impurity of our
He portrays a universe in which good and evil are so interwoven as to be 
virtually interchangeable, and which insists upon the existence of evil impulses 
in all of us. The vision of the is one which many viewers and critics find 
disturbing, but os Robin Wood points out: 'It is one of the functions of art todfs- 
turb; to penetrate and undermine our complacencies and set notions aiod bring 
about a consequent readjustment in our attitude to life’ (95).
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH
The next scene opens on a letter being written by Sam which returns us to 
the ironic textures at the beginning of the film: ’Dearest Right-as Always Ma­
rion, I  am sitting in this tiny bad: room which Isn’t big enough for both of us, so 
what if  we’re poor and cramped and miserable? At least we’U be h tippy, If you 
haven’t come back toyoui senses and still
Sam turns the page and Hitchcock cuts on action to a  mid* shot of him writ­
ing at his desk. The camera then tracks back until we sec all of the hardware 
store. This camera movement fs similar to the tracking shot out (com Marion’s 
eye, and fh« two shots are linked.
As a result the attitude that the customer is expressing:'!! tells us what its 
ingredients are and how it’s guaranteed to exterminate every insect in the 
world...death should always be painless' can be linked to Mother’s psychotic rea­
soning, whereby Marlon's deuth was merely the extermination cffl pest.
Behind the counter there is a sign reading: Tools sharpened’ and the walls 
are hung with scythes, rakes, axes and picks-grim reminders of Marlon’s stab­
bing. Then we cut to a shot of Llln urrivlng outside the store and entering. The 
assistant calls Sam and he and Lila begin talking. We are struck by her resom-
'  - .............. ...
[ * « * ]
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blance to Marion, as she and S&m stand next to some rakes, instruments of 
’scratching and clawing’.
As they talk, Hitchcock cuts to a shot of the man outside watching, The 
voyeur theme is thus reintroduced and developed when Sam becomes con­
cerned about the assistant overhearing, He tells him to 'run out and get yourself 
some lunch’ a line which echoes the first line of the film ’You never did eat your 
lunch’ and makes us recall Marion's death.
Arborgast then enters in big close-up (shot[466]) interrupting their conver* 
snison. H e tolls Sam about thft money, Sam angrily insists that he knows noth­
ing while Liia assures him that she only wonts '10 get Marlon out of this before 
she gets into it too deeply’, The line is of course ironic • how much deeper can 
she get than at the bottom of a swamp?
Arborgast tells thorn that he believes she's around somewhere, and thenhe 
leaves, The scene dissolves to a montage sequence of him going from one hotel 
to the next, Each shot has (i significant change of angle and dissolves one into 
another,
The sequence has the some music over it as that which accompanied Ma­
rlon’s journey and quite naturally It will load Arborgast to the same destination,

AiboRjsti I'vu osw trying lo Irace n ittrl llinl’slKcn mlsslnitfor—oh. about a wwik now—from Plmenlx.lt1 
mailer—(tic fantlly wants to foriilva her, Site's nal In any lrouble,
Noimam I didn't inlnk thfl pollen wont lonklnti lor morIo whp ,-irci^ ‘t In iroublu.
Arbo|t»liQlt, I’m—I'm HOI ihQ |>nllcu 
NntninmOh, veil.
AibosMti Wo linvu raospi lo helluvo iliiushu- 
alonij this wav nn<i mnvhnvu Mopixxl In llionri 
stop liero!
Nwmani VVoll, no orui's siowkcI hem forn couplo of
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Arborgast drives up to the motel and talks to Norman on the verandah. 
They go into the office, where he explains to Norman that he is looking for a 
missing person, From a two- shot of them talking, Hitchcock intercuts between 
individual mid shots of the men. Arborgast can be seen reflected in the mirror, 
reminding us once again of the 'double' or 'alter ego’ theme. During the inquiry 
Arborgast shows Norman a picture of Marion and ironically suggests Norman’s 
eventual fate when he asks: 'Would you mind looking at the picture before com­
mitting yourself?’
Norman pretends not to recognise her and insists that no one has stayed at 
the motel Then he unwittingly says that be had a couple there the last week. Ar­
borgast, being quite pushy, asks to see the register, and checks the signatures 
against a sample of Marion’s handwriting. When he sees the 'Marie Samuels’ 
entry, he immediately links that by association to Sam.
Norman bends over to look, and there is a strange low angle shot (509] of 
him nibbling on tils candy. This identifies him with birds, as he looks just Jike a 
munching chicken, The camera jibs down with him, and then jibs up with his 
body movement. Arborgast shows him the picture again and he admits now to 
recognising Marion. H e tells him that Marion spent the night and left the next 
day.
The sequence is made up of low angle close-ups on Arborgast and Norman 
intercut together. Norman is starting to become nervous and stutters in his

AiIioruu Well, how uiirlyl 
Normam Ol>, very onrty. 
rtrtionasf: Um-lim, W/ifc/i maenhigwos limit
f i ’ ]
rtrboxnstt I sao. Uin-lm. U)>—did itnymo meet her hero? 
Normam No.
Arbouasli Did she arrive will) Bnyonii!
Normftn: Mni'iio,
ArbiiR.isl', Um-Km She innlmany phono colls or- 
btwmantHo.
[ n o ]

/Aria<Ml: Un'Jim. Bjck whcret 
Noiman! Back ihoruwlioro sho enmu from, 
Artioaut: fio.No, you sold Iwtort that ilw wos urt—
slttlneliDCk lliQtc-
tarmant Ob uh— r--
AiboRMii — orsl.millna— [£2 SJ
.yes. Q-bnck In my ut<—fri my parior Ihtiru, Uh
Arftoiuilt Olt. 1 wo. Uh—how dliHlio pay you! CnsM 
ChccM r— _
Notmam C.ish.
Arhogast:&\ cash. hubi Unvlnn. And uli—nfwrslioleft 
sl>u uh-dldn'icomolincW fra* ]
No>man: l lulwih. Well, why should «l\ui
'«  f r x i i [ r i o ]
Norman: WuH Mr. Arlwunst, uli—I tfiNisSllvtt jalioutll, 
ain't It. ohH'vtiRO' soitmvork to do, If you ilnn't
mind. g l l ]
?' lsli Wall, til lull you lltu truth, t do mind. You It doesn't Ittll. It lin't (isj)lc. rtnd [his ain't 
iulllDll. It's not comliiHIMd^ iJ^ Sonmthlns's nilsslns,
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AfbogMli Oh, well, iheic'J soinobadv tilling un In the 
window,
Noidum No.no, no, there Isn’t.
Aiuo*Mti Oh, suro thoic Is. Take n look. fr*i M
Normam Oil, th-thai uli -  that must be my mother, 
Sho's-sho'slntherc—on Invalid—an Invalid, Uli—It’s nh 
-  proetlcdHy (Ike Hiring afono.
(?4fJ
Arlx>ji.uli Wull, tlwn— 1
Normam And I'm not cnpnlilo of Iwlnn loolctll N-noi ovon — "»«*»
bvswOinunl Normam Now lei's put It this wiy. Shu mlplit hove
Atho(t»sl! Well, it's naiaslwonyourmnnhond. I'ro sorry, fool«l mo—butslio didn't fool my motherl thtf on yourmnnl
rssoj r« a
speech, Arborgast istmhappy about (he story, but Norman offers him no other 
information. They leavo the office, as Norman claims he has work to do and has 
to make thr''.\5s,
On the verandah Arborgast turns to the left towards the house, while Nor­
man turns to the right to the rooms, Arborgast notices Norman’s hesitation out­
side cabin 1, and then he (urns ant! sees the old house. Norman joins him and 
when Arborgast asks him about the woman in the window, Norman tells him 
thet ills mother Is an invalid and cannot be seen because she U 'confined’. This 
suggests a cramped and claustrophobic existence, like the one Sam wrote about 
fn his letter. Once again we are reminded of a world whet re people ore dosed in, 
trapped in cage6 where they 'scratch and *'aw’ to get out.
Arborgast then pushes Norman further by saying: 'Ymi wouldn’t be made 
a  fool of, would you?’ Norman luts his guard down for a rnomont and says: ’I  am 
not capable of being fooled, not even by a  woman’, and then admits: ’She might 
have fooled me -but she didn’t fool my Mother’. Arborgast looks for an oppor­
tunity loses Mother, but Norman will not allow it, and lie finally asks the detec­
tive to leave. Arborgast drives off, and ns he does, thelights o f l 'i ' car brush post 
Norman, where wo can see him smiling.
Arborgast then goes to a telephone booth and reports back to Lila. He tells 
her that he is not satisfied and that lie is going back to the mote! in the hopes of 
interviewing Mrs. Bates, the 'sick old mother’.
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Tiw next scene begins with a long shot of the motel. Norman is seen leav­
ing the office und walking down to the cabins, The camera pans slowly with him 
until he enters one of the cabins. The panning movement continues until a  car 
enters from right. We see that it is Arbosgast, Ho stops, climbs out of the car, 
anil begins walking to the office. The camera follows him by now panning left.
Hitchcock then cuts lo un empty frame slightly closer to the office, which 
Arborgost then enters from the right. We cut to a lowish angle inside the office 
as A/borgnst enters. He culls out: 'Bates', anothe: pun on ’baits’, but instead he 
is offered a view of their victims - birds.
Again we experience a sequence constructed of close-ups on the subject, 
intercut with shots from his point of view. Artoorgast notices the birds on the 
walls, end then the safe, which he looks into. It is surprisingly open, and if Ar- 
borgast hoped to find the S40.000 he is disappointed.
Then he leaves the office, comes out on to the verandah as the camera 
tracks witit him until lie Is in elose*up. He looks from right to left ot screen and 
Hitchcock cuts to a long shot of the house from his point of view. The house is 
shot day-for-nlglit, nnti presumably in infra ret] film, since the sky has the slight­
ly heightened quality of infra red stock. This Is particularly noticeable in other 
show of the house, where clouds ore present, and they stand out dramatically 
from the sky. This was achieved by either using the infra red film (which Is less
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sensitive to the blue side of the spectrum) or using a red Biter on the camera, 
which would achieve the same effect and thus blacken the sky.
The he .'.c, too, through uut familiarity with 'Oothic castles' in horror genre 
films, adds to the spectator’s expectation of menace, but Hitchcock denies striv­
ing for this kind of effect: T he mysterious atmosphere is, to some extent, quite 
accidental, For instance, the actual locale of the events Is In Northern Califor­
nia, where that typo of house is very common, They are called 'California Go­
thic'or when they’re particularly awful, they’re called ’California Gingerbread’. 
I did not set out tr> reconstruct an old fashioned Unlversal-horrorpicture atmos­
phere. I simply wanted to be accurate, and there is no question but that both the 
house trad the motel arc authentic reproductions of the real thing. I chose that 
house and motel because 1 realised that if I had taken an ordinary low bunga­
low, the effect wouldn’t have been the same. 1 felt that type of architecture would 
help the atmosphere of the yam’ (96).
The scene is silent except for Herrmann’s bassy music and the odd effect 
(like the door closing). Hitchcock cuts to a closer shot of the house with Arbor- 
gast walking along in front of it. Arborgast climbs the stairs on to the verandah 
nnd looks around, presumably to ensure that Norman is nowhere around. Then 
he takes off his hat in deference to the old woman he cxpects to meet (’Arbor­
gast is n surprisingly courtly man') (97).
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Hitchcock cuts to the inside of the house as Arborgast ewers, in mid-shot. 
Thenw eseeashotofthe staircase from Arborgast'!; point of view, as Hitchcock 
employs his by now familiar structure of subject intercut with subject’s point of 
view. Arborgast closes the door and winces when it clicks loudly. Then we are 
offered a few more point of view shots of the house, and then there is ajump- 
cut(from shots {581 tu 583]) as Arborgast begins moving forward towards the 
staircase.
The entire scene is a suspense sequence, one of the ways in which the audi­
ence is invited :o participate in a Hitchcock film. And as in all suspense sequen­
ces it is based on the audience being given prior information.
Hitchcock usually cites his bomb-plot-theory as an example of this. 'You 
and I are sitting talking; we’Hsay about baseball. We are talking for five minutes. 
Suddenly a bomb goes off and the audience have a ten second terrible shock. 
Now let’s take the sume situation. Tell the audience at the beginning that under 
the table - and show it to them • there's a bomb and it’s going to go off in five 
minutes, Now we talk baseball. What are the audience doing? They’re saying: 
"Don’t talk about baseball-there’sabomb under there'1! Get rid of it’! But they're 
he\pless.They can’tjump out of their seats up on to the screen and grab hold of 
the bomb and throw it out’ (98). In this case all that’s necessary is for the audi­
ence to know that somewhere in this house there is a  killer lurking and that at 
any time death could strike.
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Hitchcock then cuts to a tight close-up of Aiborgast's legs from behind 
him,(shot f584)). This is a particularly disturbing cut since there is such a radi­
cal shift inperspective that it takes awhile to orientate oneself. Then he cuts to 
a high angle shot on Arborgast as he ascends the staircase. The camera on a 
crane, tracks and cranes back with biro, keeping him the same size in frame.
30r, and then Hitchcock cuts back to Arborgast
Finally there is a  cut to a high angle shot looking directly down on Arbor­
gast [588], and then the music which accompanied the shower murder begins, 
playing wilder, faster and higher. A figure carrying a knife runs out o f the room 
to the right of the frame and stabs at Arborgast’s face. This is followed by a big 
close-up of Arborgast as a knife wound opens on his face with blood spurting
When death and destruction come in Hitchcock films, he often cuts to a 
high angle studying the action dispassionately, like an indifferent or ironic god, 
for example after the man has been set fire to at the petrol station fn Tha Riirk 
Gianetti notes that these kinds of angles imply destiny or fate and ’the charac­
ters below are reduced to scurrying insects trapped in a maze’ (99).
Hitchcock explains his own reasons in the following way: ’I deliberately 
placed the camera very high for two reasons. The first was so that I could shoot 
down on top of the Mother, because if I'd shown her back it might have looked
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